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(54) Doppler measurement instrument and doppler measurement processing method

(57) A fluid flow measurement instrument is provid-
ed. The measurement instrument includes a sensor pro-
ducing a time domain signal representative of reflections
of an emitted signal; and a meter being coupled to the
sensor and configured to: receive the time domain signal;
create two or more spectral estimates for the time domain

signal, wherein said at least two or more spectral esti-
mates have different frequency ranges and resolutions;
determine a frequency offset value using one or more of
the at said least two spectral estimates; and convert the
frequency offset value into a fluid velocity. Other aspects
are described and claimed.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. provisional patent application 61/521,158, entitled "DOPPLER MEAS-
UREMENT INSTRUMENT AND DOPPLER MEASUREMENT PROCESSING METHOD", filed on August 8, 2011, which
is incorporated by reference here.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Instruments exist which measure fluid velocity by frequency based measuring (Doppler), for example by emitting
an ultrasonic or microwave carrier signal that echoes off targets such as particulate matter, air bubbles, etc., carried in
a flowing liquid and returns with its mean frequency shifted by the Doppler Effect. Common usage for such instruments
is in the measurement of open-channel flow, as for instance in a wastewater collection sewer. Instruments of this type
estimate fluid velocity from the observed Doppler frequency shift.
[0003] The Doppler shift can comprise a shift in a frequency of the reflected signal versus the originally transmitted
signal, due to motion of an object toward or away from the Doppler transmitter device. The Doppler shift can be subse-
quently processed to determine the velocity. Further, the change in frequency of the reflected signal can be used to
determine the direction of motion of the object, either toward or away from the Doppler measurement device.
[0004] In the measurement of fluid flow, a Doppler shift can be measured using continuous or pulsed waves transmitted
through the fluid in order to detect a fluid velocity. Consequently, the waves can be transmitted from within the fluid,
including parallel to or at an angle from the fluid surface.
[0005] Various methods exist for processing of the returned signal, but most involve some type of spectral analysis.
Typically, the normalized power spectral density (PSD) of the returned signal is used as a surrogate for the probability
density function (PDF) that describes individual particle velocities. In some instruments, the magnitude spectrum of the
returned signal is used instead of the power spectrum. Both the magnitude spectrum and the power spectrum are
examples of a velocity spectrum. The velocity spectrum is then used to estimate mean velocity, peak velocity, maxi-
mum-likelihood velocity, or some other statistic that is relevant to the flow.
[0006] One method of Doppler processing converts frequency values into digital values and uses a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) to convert the time domain signals into the frequency-domain. The frequency-domain will include a
strong Doppler measurement response amplitude in one or more frequency bins, representing the Doppler shift in the
reflection from the fluid. The amount of Doppler shift in a reflection depends on the velocity of the target from which it is
reflected. Consequently, a large fluid velocity will result in a large shifted distance from the carrier frequency. A velocity
spectrum produced by the FFT processing will typically generate two obvious peaks. One peak is associated with the
non-Doppler-shifted carrier wave energy. The carrier wave energy is present in the return signal due to some combination
of crosstalk and reflection from stationary objects, such as a flow channel boundary or other boundary surface. In an
instrument producing a two-sided velocity spectrum, this is the central peak. In an instrument producing a one-sided
velocity spectrum, this is typically the leftmost peak. The carrier peak will often be the highest peak in the velocity
spectrum and will be comparatively narrow. The other peak will represent the measurement reflection obtained from
and representative of the fluid flow. The location of this Doppler reflection peak relative to the carrier wave peak will
depend on the speed and direction of the fluid flow. A faster fluid flow will be located farther from the carrier wave peak.
In instruments producing a two-sided velocity spectrum, the location of the Doppler reflection peak with regard to the
carrier wave peak will indicate the flow direction. In such instruments, a peak location to the right of the carrier position
will indicate one flow direction, and a peak location to the left of the carrier position will indicate the opposite flow direction.
Instruments producing one-sided velocity spectra do not distinguish the flow direction because they allow spectral
components from one side of the carrier position to be aliased or mirrored to the other side. These "one-sided" Doppler
instruments can measure the velocity magnitude, but not its sign.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0007] In summary, one aspect provides a fluid flow measurement instrument, comprising: a sensor producing a time
domain signal representative of reflections of an emitted signal; and a meter being coupled to the sensor and configured
to: receive the time domain signal; create two or more spectral estimates for the time domain signal, wherein said at
least two or more spectral estimates have different frequency ranges and resolutions; determine a frequency offset value
using one or more of the at said least two spectral estimates; and convert the frequency offset value into a fluid velocity.
[0008] The foregoing is a summary and thus may contain simplifications, generalizations, and omissions of detail;
consequently, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the summary is illustrative only and is not intended to be in any
way limiting.
[0009] For a better understanding of the embodiments, together with other and further features and advantages thereof,
reference is made to the following description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. The scope of the
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invention will be pointed out in the appended claims.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] FIG. 1 shows an example Doppler measurement instrument.
[0011] FIG. 2 shows an example of a Doppler-shifted measurement for a low target velocity.
[0012] FIG. 3 shows an example of a Doppler-shifted measurement for a high target velocity.
[0013] FIG. 4 is an example flowchart of a Doppler measurement processing method.
[0014] FIG. 5 is an example data flow diagram showing the conversion of the Doppler measurement signal into multiple
other sets.
[0015] FIG. 6 shows an example meter of the Doppler measurement instrument.
[0016] FIG. 7 shows an example meter of the Doppler measurement instrument.
[0017] FIG. 8 shows an example of spectral positioning at successive stages of the decimation chain.
[0018] FIG. 9 illustrates an example use of multiple analysis scales to obtain a finer frequency resolution for low Doppler
shifts.
[0019] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of partitioning a time interval into different length FFT frames.
[0020] FIG. 11 shows an example zoomed FFT hierarchy.
[0021] FIG. 12 shows example bins that are indexed beginning with zero at the carrier wave position.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0022] It will be readily understood that the components of the embodiments, as generally described and illustrated
in the figures herein, may be arranged and designed in a wide variety of different configurations in addition to the
described example embodiments. Thus, the following more detailed description of the example embodiments, as rep-
resented in the figures, is not intended to limit the scope of the embodiments, as claimed, but is merely representative
of example embodiments.
[0023] Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" (or the like) means that a
particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is included in at least one
embodiment. Thus, appearances of the phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" or the like in various places
throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.
[0024] Furthermore, the described features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner
in one or more embodiments. In the following description, numerous specific details are provided to give a thorough
understanding of embodiments. One skilled in the relevant art will recognize, however, that the various embodiments
can be practiced without one or more of the specific details, or with other methods, components, materials, et cetera.
In other instances, well-known structures, materials, or operations are not shown or described in detail. The following
description is intended only by way of example, and simply illustrates certain example embodiments.
[0025] One problem encountered in the prior art is measurement range, computation time, and signal processing
considerations. A Doppler instrument will have a maximum measurable Doppler shift in inverse proportion to the Doppler
resolution of the instrument. In conventional Doppler flow velocity instruments, accurate and repeatable measurement
of a low fluid velocity requires a measurement of long duration in time in order to distinguish reflected frequencies that
are close together. Conversely, a high fluid flow rate requires a rapid sampling rate in order to permit a large span of
possible frequencies. A combination of long time duration and rapid sampling rate may require excessive memory and
processing time. Consequently, a conventional Doppler instrument capable of accurately measuring high fluid velocities
may not be sufficiently accurate for measuring low fluid velocities because its rapid sampling rate precludes analyzing
data from a sufficiently long time duration. Conversely, a conventional Doppler instrument capable of accurately meas-
uring low fluid velocities may consequently either have a limited velocity measurement range or require excessive
memory and processing time.
[0026] In a conventional flow measurement system using submerged ultrasonic transducers to obtain a Doppler-shifted
return signal, the system first employs a fast sample rate to enable a wide frequency span. Based on this initial spectrum,
it may adaptively lower the sample rate to obtain a lower frequency span and finer frequency resolution. It then acquires
new samples and processes a second FFT having a span and resolution appropriate to measure the fluid velocity
estimated from the first FFT. This two step process takes additional time and wastes energy. The hardware required to
implement variable filtering and sampling in two signal phases (I and Q) is complex.
[0027] FIG. 1 shows an example Doppler measurement instrument 100 according to an embodiment. The Doppler
measurement instrument 100 includes a zoomed architecture in some embodiments. The Doppler measurement instru-
ment 100 includes a zoomed spectral analysis architecture in some embodiments. The zoomed spectral analysis archi-
tecture enables accurate and reliable measurement of target velocity including very small target velocities and very large
target velocities. This accurate and reliable measurement over a large velocity range is an improvement over prior
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approaches.
[0028] The Doppler measurement instrument 100 according to any of the embodiments simultaneously processes
samples at multiple sample rates. This enables a wide velocity measurement span simultaneously with high resolution
at lower velocities. The Doppler measurement instrument 100 according to any of the embodiments can have a very
simple single-phase hardware signal path.
[0029] The Doppler measurement instrument 100 in the example embodiment illustrated comprises a meter 101 and
a sensor 110 coupled to the meter 101, for example by cabling 113. The meter 101 and sensor(s) 110, 110b may also
be connected via a wireless communication mechanism. As a result, the sensor 110 can be independent from and
remote from the meter 101. The Doppler measurement instrument 100 may include multiple sensors 110. Alternatively,
the sensor 110 can be integrated into the meter 101. The sensor 110 interacts with the fluid 5 in order to generate a
representative electronic measurement signal. The meter 101 receives and processes measurement signals, such as
digitized measurement signals, from the sensor 110 in order to generate target velocity measurements, such as fluid
velocity measurements.
[0030] The Doppler measurement instrument 100 is constructed to accommodate and measure a wide range of target
velocities. The sensor 110 directs energy toward the fluid 5 in order to measure the fluid velocity. The Doppler meas-
urement instrument 100 may include a submerged sensor 110b. The submerged sensor 110b can be configured and
positioned to remain submerged in the fluid 5 most or all of the time.
[0031] One application for Doppler measurement instrument 100 is in generating a volume flow rate of fluid flow in a
channel. The water can be flowing in an open channel or in a closed channel.
[0032] The Doppler measurement instrument 100 may comprise an independent device in some embodiments. Al-
ternatively, the Doppler measurement instrument 100 may be integrated into another device, such as in a fluid flow rate
sensor, for example, where the target velocity measurement is used for determining a fluid flow rate using the velocity
and other factors, such as a fluid depth and flow cross-sectional area.
[0033] Target velocity measurement presents difficulties. One difficulty is in accurately measuring a wide range of
target velocities. When the target has a limited velocity range, then the measurement of the target velocity is relatively
easy. However, this is often not the case. Where the target velocity can vary widely, the target velocity measurement
can be problematic, and an instrument suitable for installation in a wide variety of sites must support a wide velocity
measurement range.
[0034] The frequency resolution of any spectral analysis system is proportional to the length of the time series it
analyzes. In a digital spectral analysis system operating at a fixed sample rate, the frequency resolution will be proportional
to the number of data samples processed.
[0035] FIG. 2 shows an example of a Doppler-shifted measurement for a low target velocity. The Doppler-shifted
reflection 202 is very close to a carrier wave frequency 200. Because the target velocity is small, the Doppler frequency
shift (i.e., the reflected carrier wave signal, now shifted in frequency) will be correspondingly small. Discriminating this
closely-spaced Doppler-shift signal 202 from the carrier wave 200 will require a fine frequency resolution, but will not
require a large span of frequencies.
[0036] FIG. 3 shows an example of a Doppler-shifted measurement for a high target velocity. The Doppler-shifted
reflection 204 is relatively far from the carrier wave frequency 200. Consequently, the signal processing will need to
encompass a relatively large frequency span. A small frequency resolution capability will require a huge number of
samples for this example. A huge number of samples will in turn require a large amount of computational time in order
to process the received signal and determine the distance from the carrier wave frequency to the Doppler reflection
frequency.
[0037] Where a velocity sensor is constructed to resolve small frequency shifts (i.e., low velocities) in an accurate
manner, the velocity sensor will require long computational times for processing and resolving large frequency shifts
(i.e., high velocities). Consequently, the velocity measurement should be capable of searching a large frequency span
for accurately measuring high target velocities, while yet possessing a fine scale frequency resolution for accurately
measuring low target velocities.
[0038] The carrier wave 200 can be chosen to accommodate the expected target velocities. For example, where the
carrier wave frequency is 1 MegaHertz (MHz), then a resulting Doppler shift may be about 383 Hz in change per change
in 1 foot-per-second (fps) in measured velocity. A desired resolution of measuring a 0.01 fps change in target velocity
will require the velocity sensor to be able to discriminate a change in frequency of less than 4 Hz for a 1 MHz carrier
frequency. Accordingly, it is common for Doppler flow meters to down-convert the received signal to a lower frequency
position prior to analysis. Typically, this is done by use of a hardware mixer or modulator. Such down-converting may
employ a pair of mixers to produce quadrature (I and Q) analysis signals at a lower frequency.
[0039] A simplifying feature of the Doppler measurement instrument 100 is that the Doppler measurement instrument
100 does not process a Doppler measurement signal using separate phases. Instead, the Doppler measurement instru-
ment 100 processes the measurement signal as a single phase. The Doppler measurement instrument 100 does not
require separate In-phase and Quadrature (I and Q) channels.
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[0040] A feature of the Doppler measurement instrument 100 is that the Doppler measurement instrument 100 does
not employ a hardware mixer. Instead, the Doppler measurement instrument 100 employs a single high-speed Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC) that digitizes the received Doppler measurement signal in its original spectral position (i.e.,
about the 1 MHz carrier wave frequency in the example embodiment discussed above). Neither does the Doppler
measurement instrument 100 employ a mixing step in software. The Doppler measurement instrument 100 subsequently
reduces the sample rate in software through decimation. But the Doppler measurement instrument 100 does not simply
decimate the Doppler measurement signal. Instead, the Doppler measurement instrument 100 performs successive
decimations using a decimation chain, generating a plurality of measurement signal versions. These successively-
decimated signal versions are processed to determine the frequency shift of the Doppler measurement signal from the
carrier wave frequency. The plurality of successively-decimated measurement signal versions comprise a plurality of
sampling rates of the original Doppler measurement signal. The plurality of successively-decimated measurement signal
versions comprise a plurality of frequency resolution versions of the original Doppler measurement signal.
[0041] FIG. 4 is a flowchart 400 of a Doppler measurement processing method according to an embodiment. The
Doppler measurement processing method processes a Doppler measurement signal and generates a velocity meas-
urement from Doppler-shifted target reflection or reflections in the Doppler measurement signal. The velocity measure-
ment is related to a Doppler frequency shift in a reflection or reflections of an emitted carrier wave.
[0042] In step 401, the Doppler measurement signal is received. The Doppler measurement signal can comprise a
digitized Doppler measurement signal. The Doppler measurement signal can be buffered or amplified. The Doppler
measurement signal can be filtered or otherwise conditioned to remove noise and/or undesired components. Further,
the Doppler measurement signal can be digitized. The digitizing can be at a relatively high sampling rate in order to
avoid aliasing, for example. The digitizing can create more samples than are needed.
[0043] In step 402, the Doppler measurement signal is successively decimated. The successive decimation can be
performed using a decimation chain of serially linked decimation stages, such as a chain of analysis scale decimation
stages. The first decimation stage receives the Doppler measurement signal and performs a first decimation operation,
outputting a once-decimated Doppler measurement signal. Each subsequent decimation stage after the first decimation
stage receives an already decimated version of the original Doppler measurement signal. Consequently, the output of
the second decimation stage comprises the twice-decimated Doppler measurement. Consequently, the sampling rate
(and therefore the number of samples) in the Doppler measurement signal is successively reduced by the successive
decimation, generating a plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets. Each set of the plurality of
successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets comprises a decimated version of the Doppler measurement signal
(see FIG. 5 and the accompanying discussion below). Each successively-decimated analysis scale signal set may
contain some or all of the Doppler reflection information.
[0044] In step 403, the plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets are transformed into the frequency
domain to produce a plurality of frequency-domain signal sets. The transformation can be accomplished in any manner.
For example, the transformation can be achieved using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). However, other methods or algorithms may be employed.
[0045] Each frequency-domain signal set of the plurality of frequency-domain signal sets comprises a frequency-do-
main version of a corresponding decimated signal version. Each frequency-domain signal set therefore comprises a set
or array of frequency bins that are representative of predetermined frequencies or frequency bands and that extend over
a predetermined frequency range. Each frequency-domain signal set contains at least a portion of the possible Doppler
reflection information.
[0046] The plurality of frequency bins can be processed in order to determine signals of interest in the Doppler meas-
urement signal. The plurality of frequency bins can be processed in order to determine the location of the carrier wave.
The plurality of frequency bins can be processed in order to determine the frequency location of a Doppler-shifted
reflection. The plurality of frequency bins therefore can be processed in order to determine a Doppler reflection offset
value comprising a frequency offset between a Doppler-shifted reflection and the carrier wave. This offset value may
be a mean frequency offset value or it may be a most probable frequency offset value. Other frequency offset statistics
are possible and are known to those skilled in the art. The plurality of frequency bins can be processed in order to
determine a target velocity from the Doppler reflection offset value. The plurality of frequency bins can be processed in
order to determine a fluid flow direction (e.g., toward the Doppler sensor if the Doppler-shifted reflection is to the right
of the carrier wave on the velocity spectrum and away from the Doppler sensor if the Doppler-shifted reflection is to the
left of the carrier wave).
[0047] In step 404, the plurality of frequency-domain signal sets are processed to generate a plurality of spectral
quantification sets, these being two or more spectral estimates or characterizations of the time domain signal. The
spectral quantification sets may have different frequency ranges and resolutions. For example, a spectral quantification
set may comprise a digital representation where a frequency range of interest is subdivided into a plurality of bins. Each
bin may hold a magnitude value or may hold a power value. A spectral quantification set in some embodiments comprises
a plurality of power spectral density (PSD) quantifications for a particular frequency-domain signal set. The plurality of
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spectral quantification sets in some embodiments can be further processed to generate a plurality of spectral centroids.
The spectral quantification sets may alternatively be generated directly or indirectly from the decimated analysis signal
sets.
[0048] The number of spectral centroids can correspond to the number of spectral quantification sets in some embod-
iments. Alternatively, a "zoomed centroid" may be generated from the spectral quantification sets. The zoomed centroid
can be based on spectral information from some or all of the spectral quantification sets. The zoomed centroid may be
formed as a synthesis or combination of the spectral quantification sets. The zoomed centroid may comprise an average
or mean of selected portions of multiple spectral quantification sets in some embodiments. The zoomed centroid may
comprise a centroid of the selected spectral quantification sets in some embodiments.
[0049] The use of the power spectral density may be preferred for the case of a multitude of spatially distributed
Doppler targets. For example, the representative amplitude values in each frequency-domain signal set can comprise
values that represent the energy content in each frequency bin. Representative amplitude values can be generated by
generating a power spectral density (PSD) value for each frequency bin. The resulting plurality of PSD values can be
then processed to determine a spectral centroid, wherein the value of the spectral centroid comprises the mean frequency
of the Doppler-shifted reflections.
[0050] The plurality of spectral centroids for the plurality of frequency-domain signal sets can be further processed to
obtain a final Doppler reflection offset value. In one embodiment, the Doppler reflection value is chosen from among the
various spectral centroid values.
[0051] The choice may be made by ranking and/or scoring the centroid values according to characteristics of the
spectral quantification sets from which they are derived. The ranking may be based upon which spectral quantification
sets are judged most useful, accurate, and/or reliable. Consequently, the spectral quantification sets may be evaluated
and the spectral quantification sets that comprise outliers, or that are anomalous in some manner, may generate lower
rankings. The Doppler reflection offset value may then be chosen as the spectral centroid value having the highest ranking.
[0052] The ranking of the spectral centroid values may be based on one or more characteristics of the spectral
quantification sets. Some example characteristics are: peak to mean energy ratio, peak width, and spectral asymmetry
about the carrier position. Many other characteristics are possible, and are known to those skilled in the art.
[0053] In another embodiment, the Doppler reflection offset value is derived from the zoomed centroid value. The
Doppler reflection offset value comprises a frequency offset between a Doppler-shifted reflection and the carrier wave,
as discussed above. The processing therefore comprises determining a best Doppler reflection frequency offset value
from the plurality of frequency-domain signal sets.
[0054] In step 405, the Doppler reflection offset value is used to determine a velocity value. Where the Doppler
measurement signal is a measurement signal used to detect a target velocity, the Doppler reflection offset value is used
to produce a target velocity measurement. However, it should be understood that the produced velocity measurement
might comprise any manner of velocity measurement obtained through use of a Doppler frequency-shift in a reflected
signal. For example, the measurement may comprise a statistical average velocity, rather than the velocity of any
particular target.
[0055] FIG. 5 is a data flow diagram showing the conversion of the Doppler measurement signal into multiple other
sets during the Doppler measurement processing method. The top level is the single Doppler measurement signal 138
as it is received. Although the velocity measurement may likely produce an essentially continuous stream of measure-
ments, these measurements are here presumed to be in the form of a sequence of discrete digital samples. The Doppler
measurement signal 138 can comprise a response waveform or group of samples. For example, the Doppler measure-
ment sensor can periodically emit a pulse of waveform energy and capture any reflected energy.
[0056] The next level comprises a plurality of signal decimation stages 140, where the received Doppler measurement
signal 138 is successively decimated, as previously discussed. The decimation has the effect of reducing the sampling
rate (see FIG. 7). Any number of signal decimation stages 140 may be employed and the Doppler measurement signal
138 may be decimated to a multiplicity of predetermined sample rates.
[0057] One or more analysis scale decimation stages 142 follow the signal decimation stages 140. The one or more
analysis scale decimation stages 142 decimate the signal between each analysis scale 150. As a result, the decimation
provided by the one or more analysis scale decimation stages 142 produces a plurality of analysis scales k, k+1, k+2, ... N.
[0058] The next level comprises a number of frequency-domain signal sets 143. The frequency-domain signal sets
143 are produced by transforming the decimated signals from the time domain into the frequency domain. Each fre-
quency-domain signal set 143 comprises a plurality of frequency bins. Each bin value may be a complex number
comprising real and imaginary parts.
[0059] The next level comprises a corresponding number of spectral quantification sets 146 or spectral bin values. In
the embodiment shown, the plurality of spectral quantification sets 146 comprises a plurality of power spectral density
(PSD) sets 146. It should be understood that other spectral quantification sets are contemplated and are within the scope
of the description. Spectral quantification bin amplitudes are typically real-valued.
[0060] As discussed above, each frequency-domain signal set 143 comprises a plurality of frequency bins. These
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frequency bins are processed to generate a PSD value for each frequency bin. A PSD value of a frequency bin comprises
a power content of that frequency bin. Consequently, the number of PSD values corresponds to the number of frequency
bins. A PSD value in some embodiments is generated by taking the magnitude of the complex value of the frequency
bin and squaring the magnitude value.
[0061] The next level comprises a plurality of analysis scale spectral centroids 148 corresponding to the spectral
quantification sets 146, one per each frequency-domain signal set 143. A spectral centroid 148 is generated for a
corresponding frequency-domain signal set 143 by processing the plurality of PSD values 146 of the frequency-domain
signal set 143. The resulting plurality of spectral centroids 148 therefore is representative of the location of the mean
Doppler shift in a frequency-domain signal set 143.
[0062] A zoomed centroid 149 is formed from spectral quantification sets 146. The zoomed centroid 149 includes
information from one or more spectral quantification sets 146. The zoomed centroid is based on multiple bin amplitudes,
with different bin ranges coming from different scales.
[0063] The result is a Doppler reflection offset value 152. The Doppler reflection offset value 152 is produced from the
plurality of spectral centroids, as previously discussed. The Doppler reflection offset value 152 may comprise a selection
of a most representative spectral centroid from among the plurality of spectral centroids 148. Alternatively, the Doppler
reflection offset value 152 may comprise a synthesis of the plurality of the spectral quantification sets, such as that
provided by the zoomed centroid 149. The Doppler reflection offset value 152 can be subsequently used to generate a
velocity measurement value.
[0064] FIG. 6 shows the meter 101 of the Doppler measurement instrument 100 according to the invention. The meter
101 includes an interface 120, a processing system 121 in communication with the interface 120, and a storage system
122 in communication with the processing system 121. Although these components are shown as distinct blocks, it
should be understood that the meter 101 can be comprised of various combinations of integrated and/or discrete com-
ponents.
[0065] The interface 120 is configured to communicate with the sensor 110 of the Doppler measurement instrument
100. The interface 120 may be configured to receive Doppler measurement signals from the sensor 110. The interface
120 may be further configured to communicate with external devices and/or with a technician or operator, such as for
data downloads, system maintenance, inspection, re-programming, or other operations.
[0066] The processing system 121 can comprise any manner of processing system. The processing system 121 is
configured to retrieve and execute stored routines in order to operate the meter 101.
[0067] The storage system 122 can store routines including a Doppler processing routine 130, a decimation routine
131, a frequency transform routine 133, a power quantification routine 136, a signal conditioning routine 137, and a
scheduling routine 139. Other measurement/processing routines are contemplated and are within the scope of the
description.
[0068] The storage system 122 can store measurements, received values, working values, and other information. In
some embodiments, the storage system 122 stores a Doppler measurement signal 138 (or a sample or portion thereof),
a plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets 141, a plurality of frequency-domain signal sets 143, a
plurality of spectral quantification sets 146, and a plurality of centroid sets 148. Further, the storage system 122 can
store a produced Doppler reflection offset value 152 and a produced velocity measurement 154. Other values are
contemplated and are within the scope of the description.
[0069] The Doppler processing routine 130 can process received Doppler measurement signals and generate velocity
measurements. The velocity measurements can comprise substantially instantaneous measurement values or can
comprise periodic velocity measurement values. The Doppler processing routine 130 in some embodiments comprises
an overall processing routine and can execute other routines.
[0070] In some embodiments, the processing system 121 is configured to execute the signal conditioning routine 137.
In some embodiments, the signal conditioning routine 137 is configured to operate on the plurality of successively-dec-
imated analysis scale signal sets 141 and condition the digitized signals therein. The signal conditioning routine 137 can
perform appropriate filtering, such as band-pass or notch filtering, for example. The signal conditioning routine 137 can
perform windowing in order to reduce side lobe levels in the frequency-domain signal set, for example.
[0071] In some embodiments, the processing system 121 is configured to execute the decimation routine 131. In some
embodiments, the decimation routine 131 is configured to decimate the received Doppler measurement signal 138. In
some embodiments, the decimation routine 131 is configured to successively decimate the received Doppler measure-
ment signal 138 and generate the plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets 141.
[0072] In some embodiments, the processing system 121 is configured to execute the frequency transform routine
133. In some embodiments, the frequency transform routine 133 is configured to operate on the plurality of successive-
ly-decimated analysis scale signal sets 141 and transform the time-domain signals therein in order to generate the
plurality of frequency-domain signal sets 143.
[0073] In some embodiments, the processing system 121 is configured to execute the spectral quantification routine
136. In some embodiments, the spectral quantification routine 136 is configured to operate on the plurality of frequen-
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cy-domain signal sets 143 and generate power spectral densities (PSDs) for each frequency-domain signal set or spectral
quantification routine 136 is configured to operate on the plurality of frequency-domain signal sets 143 and generate
magnitude spectral densities for each frequency-domain signal set. The spectral quantification routine 136 generates
the plurality of spectral quantification sets 146. The spectral quantification sets may be magnitude spectral density or
power spectral density quantification sets.
[0074] In some embodiments the spectral quantification sets 146 may be generated directly from successively deci-
mated analysis scale signal sets 141 by means of a non-transform-based spectral estimation method. Non-transform-
based spectral estimation methods are known to those skilled in the art, and include various parametric spectral estimation
methods. In such embodiments, frequency-domain signal sets 143 may not be computed, and the frequency transform
routine 133 and power quantification routine 136 may be replaced by a routine which inputs decimated analysis scale
signal sets 141 and outputs spectral quantification sets 146 directly. The various spectral quantification sets may be
generated using different spectral estimation methods.
[0075] In some embodiments, the Doppler processing routine 130, when executed by the processing system 121, is
configured to successively decimate a Doppler measurement signal 138 to generate a plurality of successively-decimated
analysis scale signal sets 141, transform the plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets 141 into a
corresponding plurality of frequency-domain signal sets 143, process the plurality of frequency-domain signal sets 143
in order to generate a corresponding plurality of spectral quantification sets 146, and process the plurality of spectral
quantification sets 146 to generate a Doppler reflection offset value 152 for the Doppler measurement signal 138, where
the Doppler reflection offset value 152 corresponds to a target velocity statistic.
[0076] In some embodiments, the processing system 121 is configured to execute the scheduling routine 139. The
scheduling routine 139 may schedule meter measurements. The measurements may not necessarily be continuous in
nature and may be performed periodically and/or intermittently.
[0077] FIG. 7 shows the meter 101 of the Doppler measurement instrument 100 according to the invention. The figure
shows processing blocks that may be implemented in the processing system 121. Alternatively, at least some of the
processing blocks may be implemented in discrete components or in subsystems external to the processing system 121.
[0078] At the top of the figure, the meter 101 receives the digitized Doppler measurement signal 138, such as from
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 730. The ADC 730 may be part of or external to the processing system 121. The
Doppler measurement signal 138 can have already been conditioned to make it ready for processing. As previously
discussed, the Doppler measurement signal 138 can be prefiltered before processing.
[0079] A two-sided bandwidth in some embodiments may be chosen to accommodate a Doppler spectrum. Such a
Doppler spectrum will typically occupy at most 13 kHz on each side of a 1MHz carrier when measuring a target velocity.
This includes a guard band beyond the 10kHz analysis range. If there are no other signals present, the sampling theorem
dictates that for the two-sided signal in this example, the minimum usable sample rate is greater than 26 thousand
samples-per-second (ksps). But in order to use so low a sample rate, any out-of-band noise or interference signals will
be filtered out prior to digitizing. Such a narrow band filter can be difficult to build.
[0080] A second-order bandpass anti-alias filter with a 26 kHz bandwidth and a center frequency of 1 MHz provides
a Q of 38, or a fractional bandwith of 2.6%. If such a filter is built with standard tolerance components, it is difficult to
assure that the passband is properly centered at 1 MHz. Component variations might cause the filter’s passband to miss
the received Doppler spectrum entirely. Moreover, there is no guarantee that a second-order anti-alias filter is adequate.
[0081] For these reasons, in some embodiments the Doppler measurement instrument 100 may be configured to
oversample (such as at about 4.8 MHz) and performs the filtering in software, where it can be precisely controlled. If
this is done, only an analog low-pass filter is required in hardware. The analog anti-alias filter can comprise a monolithic
low-pass filter, such as a seventh order elliptic filter with a 2.3 MHz passband, for example. Other anti-aliasing filters
are contemplated and are within the scope of the description. The anti-aliasing filter may be chosen to have a stopband
that is down by more than 40 dB at 3.8 MHz, where the first alias from 4.8 MHz sampling will substantially overlap the
Doppler spectrum.
[0082] The Doppler measurement signal 138 may be received in one or more signal decimation stages 140. The signal
decimation stages 140 may be accomplished in either hardware or software. The signal decimation stages 140 perform
successive decimation of the Doppler measurement signal 138. The signal decimation stages 140 are coupled to the
ADC 730 and can include a predetermined number of stages. It should be understood that signal decimation stages
140 are optional and are not necessarily required (or can be replaced by other hardware or methods for down-converting
the digital measurement signal). The meter 101 in the embodiment shown includes three signal decimation stages 140
to reduce the sampling rate.
[0083] One or more analysis scale decimation stages 142 receive the Doppler measurement signal 138. The analysis
scale decimation stages 142 may be accomplished in either hardware or software. As discussed above, the Doppler
measurement signal 138 may or may not have already passed through signal decimation stages 140. The one or more
analysis scale decimation stages 142 decimate the signal between each analysis scale. The decimation provided by
the one or more analysis scale decimation stages 142 produces a plurality of analysis scales, as previously discussed.
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[0084] The meter 101 may include filter stages 732 coupled to the one or more analysis scale decimation stages 142.
The filter stages 732 are employed to reduce noise and/or interference in the successively-decimated analysis scale
signal sets. For example, notch filters may be centered at a band of interest to reduce the carrier amplitude. However,
it should be understood that other filter stages 732 can be used, such as bandpass filters, for example.
[0085] The meter 101 may include window stages 734 coupled to the filter stages 732. The window stages 734 are
employed to perform windowing on the plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets to further reduce
unwanted components. The windowing performs time-domain tapering in order to reduce side lobe levels. The window
stages 734 may follow the filter stages 732.
[0086] The meter 101 includes frequency transform stages 733 coupled to the window stages 734. The frequency
transform stages 733 are employed to transform the plurality of decimated signal sets into frequency domain signal sets.
The frequency transform stages 733 in some embodiments transform the successively-decimated analysis scale signal
sets using a plurality of Fourier Transforms, such as Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs). However, it should be under-
stood that other transforms are contemplated and are within the scope of the description and claims. The frequency
transform stages 733 create a plurality of frequency-domain signal sets from the plurality of successively-decimated
analysis scale signal sets. Each frequency domain signal set comprises the complex values of a plurality of frequency bins.
[0087] The meter 101 includes spectral quantification stages 736 coupled to the frequency transform stages 733. The
spectral quantification stages 736 are employed to generate spectral quantification sets from each frequency domain
signal set. The spectral quantification stages 736 determine the spectral bin amplitudes associated with each frequen-
cy-domain signal set and produces a plurality of spectral quantification sets.
[0088] The spectral quantification in some embodiments comprises performing power spectral density (PSD) process-
ing on each frequency-domain signal set. The processing may include computing a squared magnitude value from a
pair of complex frequency transform values to determine the amplitude of each bin. The processing may include multi-
plying each complex FFT bin value by its complex conjugate to generate a real squared magnitude value, such as:
iA+iBi2 =(A+iB)(A-iB) = A2+ B2.
[0089] The spectral quantification in some embodiments comprises performing magnitude spectral density processing
on each frequency-domain signal set. The processing may include computing an absolute magnitude value from a pair
of complex frequency transform values to determine the amplitude of each bin. The processing may include squaring
an absolute magnitude value for each frequency bin in order to generate a squared magnitude value.
[0090] The meter 101 includes a spectral processing block 739 that is coupled to all of the spectral quantification
stages 736. The plurality of resulting spectral quantification sets are received and processed in the spectral processing
block 739 in order to determine the Doppler reflection offset value, as previously discussed. The Doppler reflection offset
value is then used to determine a fluid flow velocity and a fluid flow direction.
[0091] In the decimation chain in one embodiment, the data rate may be initially reduced by the signal decimation
stages 140 in three successive steps, decimating from 4.8 Msps to 800 ksps, then the analysis scale decimation stages
142 may subsequently successively decimate the 800 ksps signal down to 160 ksps, and finally successively decimating
the 160 ksps signal down to 53.3 ksps. There are practical reasons for doing this. First, if the processing system 121 is
running at 120 MHz, then a 4.8 MHz sample rate allows only 25 instruction cycles per sample, therefore the sample rate
must be reduced to allow for the processing of the data. Second, the FFT bin spacing is given by: 

where fs is the sampling frequency/rate and N is the FFT size. A 4Hz frequency resolution might be desirable to estimate
the Doppler shift to within 0.1 fps. To achieve a 4 Hz resolution with a 4.8 Msps data rate would require a FFT size of
1,200,000, which is generally impractical.
[0092] In some embodiments, each sample rate reduction is accomplished by a bandpass decimator. Although the
down-sampling is achieved in the processing system 121 by an appropriate algorithm or routine (accomplished via
hardware or software), conceptually each stage implements a bandpass filter to reduce the signal bandwidth, followed
by a decimator to lower the sample rate by a factor of M. The sample rates at the decimator input and output are related by: 

[0093] Because only one of every M output samples is kept, there is no need to compute a new filter output for every
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input sample and the processing load is thus reduced by a factor of M. In some embodiments, these bandpass filters
are symmetric Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters. If such a filter has length L, then the processing load in millions of
instructions per second (MIPS) is: 

[0094] In some embodiments, the FIR decimation filters can be chosen to have lengths of 26 taps, 33 taps, and 80
taps respectively. The first two decimation filters may be designed with notches in their transition regions. These notches
can be placed to reduce the energy aliased into the Doppler bandwidth of interest.
[0095] The third decimation filter can be chosen to have narrow enough transition bands that notches may be unnec-
essary. This is possible because the low output rate of the third decimator (53.3ksps) enables a longer FIR filter. The
width of a filter’s transition band (expressed as a fraction of the filter’s input sample rate) is inversely proportional to the
filter length L. At the output of the third decimation filter, most of the signal bandwidth is available for the Doppler spectrum
and comparatively little is wasted on transition bands and aliasing. If a FFT is computed at this stage, relatively few of
the FFT bins will be wasted.
[0096] If the power spectral density (PSD) of the Doppler measurement signal prior to decimation is Sxx(f), then the
PSD, after decimating by a decimation factor M, will be:

Equation (4) dictates that decimation will produce M spectral replicas, one of which is in the original position and (M-1)
of which are in other places.
[0097] Care should be taken that these replicas do not overlap unless they are perfectly aligned. Otherwise, the Doppler
spectrum will be corrupted by aliasing. A good strategy is to center the first spectral replica at fs(out) /4. If this is done,
the other replicas will exactly overlay the first spectral replica. There will also be spectral replicas at 3fs(out) /4. This
spectral positioning is optimal for subsequent bandpass filtering in that it allows the largest (i.e., symmetrical) transition
bands. This spectral positioning is obtained when: 

where fo denotes the carrier frequency (the center of the passband). When r is even, the Doppler sidebands retain their
original orientation. When r is odd, the Doppler sidebands are mirrored about the carrier position. The r=0 case is
oversampled, with the carrier positioned at fo= fs /4 in the original spectral orientation.
[0098] Once the spectral orientation described by equation (5) is achieved, it can be maintained through additional
decimation stages by decimating only by factors of 3,5,7, and so forth. Choosing M∈ {5,9,13,...} where M is the decimation
factor, will preserve the existing spectral orientation. Choosing M∈ {3,7,11,...} as the decimation factor will flip the spectral
orientation.
[0099] FIG. 8 shows the spectral positioning at successive stages of the decimation chain in one embodiment. The
Doppler bandwidth of interest has been indicated with an asymmetrical spectral shape. This is for purposes of illustration.
Typically only one sideband or the other has significant energy, depending on the flow direction. The first axis shows
the original Doppler spectrum, centered about the 1 MHz carrier frequency. Sampling at 4.8 Msps produces spectral
aliases at 3.8 MHz, 5.8 MHz, and so on, but these spectral aliases are not visible in the figure. The second axis shows
the effect of decimation using a decimation factor of M = 6. The Doppler spectrum has been centered about 200 kHz,
one quarter of the output sample of 800 ksps. Because this corresponds to r=2 in equation (5), the Doppler spectrum
retains its original orientation. An expanded view is shown on axis three.
[0100] Axis four shows the result of the second decimation (M=5). The sample rate is reduced from 800 ksps to 160
ksps and a new replica of the Doppler spectrum appears centered at 40 kHz. Finally, the successively-decimated signal
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is decimated down to 53.3 ksps, as shown on axis five. This decimation nearly fills the available spectral space with the
Doppler spectrum of interest. Since the decimation factor M=3, the spectral replica centered at 13.3 kHz is flipped. But
there still remains a spectral replica centered at 40 kHz that has the desired orientation. This spectral region can be
easily analyzed by using the upper bins of the FFT instead of the lower bins.
[0101] Each of the decimation steps shown in FIG. 8 requires bandpass filtering prior to sample rate reduction. This
will prevent undesired noise and interference signals from aliasing into the analysis band during the decimation process
(these filters are not shown in the figures). The first decimation filter of FIG. 7 is applied to the spectrum shown on axis
one. The second decimation filter is applied to the spectrum shown on axis three. The third decimation filter is applied
to the spectrum shown on axis four.
[0102] If the output of the third and successive decimation filters are used for spectral analysis, then the spectral
resolution will be on the order of 2fs3/N, where N is the FFT length. A spectral resolution of 4 Hz then implies an FFT
length greater than 13,000 points. Although this is less than would be required at the original sample rate, it may still be
impractical. However, this resolution is not required over the entire Doppler analysis band and is only needed when
measuring low velocities. At higher velocities, less resolution is acceptable.
[0103] FIG. 9 illustrates a use of multiple analysis scales to obtain a finer frequency resolution for low Doppler shifts.
The scaling allows both small and large Doppler shifts to be accurately and reliably measured and analyzed. This is
done by using successively finer scales to "zoom in" around the carrier frequency. As a result, a Doppler reflection offset
value may be obtained as a zoomed centroid (see FIG. 5) that is computed across a plurality of frequency resolution
scales. The frequency resolution scales may be distinguished by numbering them and assigning finer scales with higher
numbers. Suppose that each finer scale has M times the frequency resolution and 1/M times the frequency span. This
allows the same FFT length to be used for each frequency resolution scale. It should be understood that Doppler
frequency resolution scales having a broader span may correspondingly include more FFT frames and associated
spectral quantification sets that are included in the averaged result of the Doppler reflection offset value. The number
of sets averaged may be in proportion to the decimation ratio being used.
[0104] Because frequency resolution is inversely proportional to time duration, a FFT at scale k+1 requires M times
as long for a fresh data frame to accumulate as does a FFT at scale k. This represents an opportunity. For every FFT
processed at scale k+1, M independent FFT frames at scale k can be processed and the resulting power spectral density
(PSD) bin amplitudes can be averaged.
[0105] FIG. 10 illustrates how the same time interval can be partitioned into different length FFT frames. Due to sample
rate reduction from scale to scale, each partition actually uses the same number of data points, so the FFT bin count is
the same on all scales.
[0106] This averaging will reduce the uncertainty of the scale k FFT bin amplitudes by a factor of and the same will
be true of the PSD estimates derived from these. It is not necessary to save the individual PSD’s in memory, as like-indexed
bins can simply be added together as each FFT frame is processed. Dividing the accumulated bin values by one or
more factors of M can be accomplished in subsequent calculations.
[0107] Averaging successively more FFT frames on each courser scale complicates the scheduling, but pays a valuable
dividend. For reasonably broad Doppler peaks, the standard deviation of the estimated mean Doppler shift remains
essentially unchanged from one scale to the next. It is very nearly the same as if the finest scale’s bin spacing had been
used for the entire Doppler range. Yet this can be accomplished with much lower memory requirements.
[0108] The trade-off is a lower frequency resolution (wider bins) on coarser scales. But as a practical matter, a velocity
of 25 fps does not need to be known to within 0.05 fps - knowing it to within 0.25 fps is perfectly adequate.
[0109] To demonstrate this idea, assume M=5 and suppose that the Doppler peak has an effective width of 15 bins
on the finest available analysis scale. Let the PSD bin amplitudes have an uncertainty of U. Then the uncertainty in a

centroid calculated on this scale is proportional to  Now suppose the next coarser scale is used, which has

5 times the frequency range and correspondingly wider bins. The same Doppler peak now occupies only 3 bins. The

amplitude uncertainty would ordinarily be proportional to  but by averaging five PSD estimates it instead

becomes proportional to

 This is same result as on the finer scale, but if a single scale were made to cover the entire

Doppler range (while maintaining the same frequency resolution near carrier), a FFT of length five times as long would
have been needed. To cover the same range as an instrument using three zoomed analysis scales would require a FFT
twenty-five times as long.
[0110] FIG. 11 shows a zoomed FFT hierarchy according to the invention. The Doppler measurement instrument 100
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is configured to perform multiple decimation steps and compute FFT’s at several different scales. This results in the
zoomed FFT hierarchy. Note that a 320 point FFT may be used instead of a more common power-of-two size. Because
320 is a multiple the decimation factor, five FFT bins on a given scale map directly to a single FFT bin on the next coarser
scale. This facilitates computations across multiple scales. Upper-scale FFT frames happen five times as often and
these FFTs can be averaged.
[0111] Before each decimation indicated in FIG. 9, the outermost parts of the Doppler spectrum must be suppressed
at the previous scale. Because the unwanted spectral regions may have significant energy content, a good bandpass
filter is required. Fortunately, these analysis scales are operating at low enough sample rates to make this feasible.
[0112] The apparatus and method according to any of the embodiments of the invention improve Doppler flow meas-
urements by producing a more accurate velocity measurement from a Doppler measurement signal. The Doppler meas-
urement instrument and processing method according to some embodiments of the invention implements a larger portion
of the signal processing in software, instead of in hardware. This results in a simpler and smaller physical hardware and
a lower cost velocity meter. The Doppler measurement instrument and processing method offers a reduced power
consumption through implementing a greater portion of the signal processing in a processor or processor system, instead
of spread over a variety of discrete components. The Doppler measurement instrument and processing method offers
an increased measurement accuracy at extremes of velocity measurement. The Doppler measurement instrument and
processing method attains high accuracy at low target velocities by achieving a fine frequency resolution. The Doppler
measurement instrument and processing method attains high accuracy at high target velocities by averaging multiple
spectral quantification frames. The Doppler measurement instrument and processing method offers very low through
very high target velocity measurements without requiring high sampling rates at low velocities. The Doppler measurement
instrument and processing method offers very low through very high target velocity measurements without requiring
long processing times at high velocities. The Doppler measurement instrument and processing method avoids aliasing
at low sampling frequencies.
[0113] The Doppler measurement instrument and processing method offers a fine frequency resolution at low Doppler
shifts. However, the Doppler measurement instrument and processing method does not require or impose the sampling
and processing load of a fine frequency resolution at high Doppler shifts. Instead, it benefits from averaging more FFT
frames.
[0114] At higher Doppler shifts, the Doppler measurement instrument and processing method provides better statistical
variance by using shorter FFTs, wherein successive spectral densities are averaged. If the instrument and method
processes and averages substantially all FFT frames, then the statistical risk is reduced.
[0115] Velocity may be determined from one centroid chosen by the algorithm. Alternatively, velocity may be determined
from a "zoomed" centroid calculated using information from several analysis scales. The method of calculating a zoomed
centroid will now be taught.
[0116] In calculating the zoomed centroid, assume that two-sided spectra are available at multiple analysis scales,
where successively higher-numbered scales have successively finer frequency resolution around the carrier position,
f0. It is desired to compute a centroid estimate in which spectral data is integrated from two or more analysis scales in
a consistent fashion. It is illustrative to consider the case of two successive scales, designated as scale k and k+1, with
the latter having a finer resolution near the carrier. If access is available to continuous spectral estimates, the computation
could be: 

[0117] In the equation above, the finest-resolution spectral estimate is being used, Sk+1(f) , in the vicinity of the carrier
and the coarser estimate, Sk(f), is used at Doppler shifts beyond fsplice· In this way, a wider Doppler range is able to be
considered while still obtaining fine resolution near the carrier. This is why it is called a "zoomed centroid". A calculation
across three or more scales is an obvious extension.
[0118] Considering discrete bin amplitudes will expose some subtleties. Suppose each scale is derived from the
previous scale using a decimation factor of M. Then the bin widths of successive scales are related by 
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[0119] and a PSD bin of scale k represents M times as much Doppler return energy as a bin of scale k+1 having equal
amplitude.
[0120] But if the bin amplitudes on scale k come from summing M times as many PSD frames as are summed on
scale k+1, then bin amplitudes on scale k are actually M times too large. This factor of M cancels the previous factor.
But it may be that there are other factors to consider when moving between scales. Perhaps the decimation filter has
non-unity gain, for instance. The PSD bin amplitudes would then change by the square of this gain. All such factors must
be accounted for when computing multi-scale centroid estimates.
[0121] A two-scale zoomed centroid calculation for scales k and k+1 will then look like: 

[0122] in which Ak(n) denotes the PSD amplitude of the nth bin at scale k, and Gk is the appropriate bin amplitude
factor for scale k.
[0123] FIG. 12 shows bins that are indexed beginning with zero at the carrier wave position. In the previous equation,
the lower summation limit for scale k is pk, and the upper summation limit for scale k+1 is qk+1· There is a factor of M
difference in bin widths between scales, so the splice indices must also differ by a factor of M between scales. It can be
seen that if the coarser scale accumulation leaves off at index 6pk, the accumulation on the finer scale must continue
towards carrier at 6qk+1, where: 

[0124] For example, if M=3, as in FIG. 12, then terminating the scale k summation at Pk = 2 means that the scale k+1
summation must continue at qk+1 = 4
[0125] There are some additional restrictions on the splice indices. It is assumed that each scale has a total of N
frequency bins and that N is a factor of 4. The carrier bin is assigned an index of 0. If the carrier is positioned at fs/4,
then bin N/2 is a "Nyquist bin". If the carrier is positioned at 3fs/4, then bin N/2 is a "DC bin". Either way, it has no mirror
image and must not be used. Therefore, the maximum permitted value of n on any scale is N/2-1.
[0126] Substituting this limit in the previous formula yields the requirement

[0127] on all but the finest scale. This prevents running past the edges of the next finer scale. On the finest scale, the
minimum permitted index is 0, but it is pointless to use this in the formulas, so in practice the limit is 1.
[0128] Now consider the more general case of a zoomed centroid computation done over m scales, beginning with
scale k. The resulting centroid estimate may be written: 
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Where: 

and: 

[0129] Each Dj is a partial sum of frequency-weighted bin amplitudes taken from scale j. Each Ej is the net asymmetric
energy in those same bins. The summation limits preclude counting the same spectral energy on more than one scale.
[0130] To make the results of these general formulas match the two-scale formula presented earlier, identify qk = N/
2 -1 and pk+m-1 =1. This causes the aggregate summations to range from bins 6(N/2-1) at the outsides of the coarsest
scale to bins 61 at the middle of the finest scale.
[0131] The zoomed centroid formulas given above have been stated for the case of an instrument capable of analyzing
two-sided Doppler spectra. They are easily adaptable to one-sided instruments by using only spectral or bin amplitudes
to the right of carrier, and taking those amplitudes to the left of carrier to be zero.
[0132] Regarding the zoomed centroid estimate given above, choosing a different set of splice points {pi,qi} will generally
result in a slightly different value of f. This is due to underlying uncertainties in the bin amplitudes causing slight differences
between scales. It is a fact of periodogram-based spectral estimation that the uncertainty in any particular bin amplitude
estimate is proportional to the bin’s true amplitude. This means that the sensitivity of f to small changes in the splice
point locations can be minimized by splicing where the bin amplitudes (on both sides of carrier) are low. If this is impossible,
the next best thing is to splice where the right-left difference |A(n)-A(-n)| is small.
[0133] There is another advantage to splicing at a spectral low point; it reduces potential double-counting of spectral
energy near the splice location. It is a property of the periodogram that its bin amplitudes are orthogonal to one another.
So, on any particular scale, no spectral energy is ever double-counted. Unfortunately, this property is not preserved
across scale boundaries. There could be a bit of redundant spectral leakage into the first few bins of the finer scale. This
represents a potential bias, but it can be minimized if splice point are chosen where the spectral bin amplitudes (or their
right-left differences) are small.
[0134] This disclosure has been presented for purposes of illustration and description but is not intended to be ex-
haustive or limiting. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The embod-
iments were chosen and described in order to explain principles and practical application, and to enable others of ordinary
skill in the art to understand the disclosure for various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the
particular use contemplated.
[0135] Although illustrative embodiments have been described herein, it is to be understood that the embodiments
are not limited to those precise embodiments, and that various other changes and modifications may be affected therein
by one skilled in the art without departing from the scope or spirit of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A fluid flow measurement instrument, comprising:

a sensor producing a time domain signal representative of reflections of an emitted signal; and
a meter being coupled to the sensor and configured to:
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receive the time domain signal;
create two or more spectral estimates for the time domain signal, wherein said at least two or more spectral
estimates have different frequency ranges and resolutions;
determine a frequency offset value using one or more of the at said least two spectral estimates; and
convert the frequency offset value into a fluid velocity.

2. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 1, wherein the meter is configured to produce broad spectral estimates
and narrow spectral estimates of differing frequency range and resolution,
wherein narrow spectral estimates close to zero velocity have the narrowest frequency range and the finest resolution;
and
wherein broad spectral estimates of broader frequency range are obtained by processing more frames of time series
data.

3. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 2, wherein at all resolutions, an FFT of the same length is used.

4. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 2, wherein one or more of the narrow spectral estimates and one
or more of the broad spectral estimates are used to form a zoomed centroid for converting the frequency offset
value into a fluid velocity.

5. The fluid flow instrument of claim 2, wherein one or more of the broad spectral estimates are used to score one or
more of the narrow spectral estimates.

6. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 1, wherein the time domain signal is successively decimated to
generate a plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets;
transform the plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets into a corresponding plurality of frequency
domain signal sets; and
wherein the plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale signal sets are processed into a corresponding plurality
of spectral estimates.

7. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 6, wherein the meter is further configured to filter and window the
plurality of successively-decimated analysis scale sets.

8. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 6, wherein a frequency-domain signal set comprises a plurality of
frequency bins.

9. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 1, wherein the plurality of spectral estimates are processed to:

generate a spectral centroid from each spectral estimate, wherein each spectral centroid comprises an offset
value for the corresponding spectral estimate; and
generate the frequency offset value from one or more spectral centroids of the plurality of spectral centroids.

10. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 1, wherein the plurality of spectral estimates are processed to:

generate a zoomed centroid from the plurality of spectral estimates; and
generate the frequency offset value from the zoomed centroid.

11. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 1, wherein the plurality of spectral estimates are processed to:

generate power spectral density (PSD) values corresponding to the plurality of frequency-domain signal sets;
generate a plurality of spectral centroids corresponding to the PSD values,
wherein each spectral centroid comprises an offset value for a corresponding PSD value set; and
generate the frequency offset value from one or more spectral centroids of the plurality of spectral centroids.

12. The fluid flow measurement instrument of claim 6, wherein to successively decimate comprises single-phase band-
pass decimating of the time domain signal to produce a plurality of two-sided Doppler spectra.
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